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Introduction 

The UK Maritime Pilots Association Conference took place on 20 and 21 September 2017 in 

Middlesbrough.  20 September 2017 am was a closed UKMPA only session.  PM of 20th and 

all day 21st were open.   

Day One    

1. Immediate Emergency Care Course Update - Paul Savage, Saviour Medical 

Paul spoke about the Immediate Emergency Care Course which was trailed at last year’s 

conference and has been implemented this year.  The course runs with approx. 12 people max 

and appeared to be in the region of £80/delegate. The course is a concept, first aid guide 

cards, search plan, hardware and runs for a full day 08:30 to 17:00.  Classic First Aid at Work 

assumes that you will receive professional help in 8 minutes, which is not feasible in marine 

context.  The Kit course cards system employed has 300,000 successful rescues behind it as 

they were developed and are used by RNLI and other rescue organisations.  PD Teesport, 

Poole and Milford Haven are taking it on for all water-based/engaged staff including some 

shore based personnel.  Bristol, Plymouth, Swansea, Barry, Cardiff, Cowes, Blyth, Falmouth, 

Montrose, Edinburgh, Inverness, Cromarty, Aberdeen, Shoreham are training pilots and cutter 

crews using the course.  MAIB have done it with all of their staff 

2. The Tees Difference - Alexe Findlay -  The Tees and Hartlepool Port Users Association 

Alexe spoke about the joined up thinking and practice in a number of river use shared issues.  

The approach appears to be atypical and pioneering.  Joint areas include:   

 One stop shop, via Tees VTS if any port user encounters a problem with the current 

state of the dredge 

 ISPS - trained everyone on the river who needed PFSO etc. with multiple 

terminals/users training together 

 Port Waste, a waste barge is employed moving round vessels to collect ship’s 

waste, (no skips, wagons, bins, etc.) Out every day in a 12 hour pattern 

 Oil pollution- PD Ports host the equipment, trained personnel from PD, terminals 

and other users respond within 90 minutes 

 4 welfare organisations for seafarers, funded via levy arrangements 

 High Tide Foundation - maritime careers/cadet ship  
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The High Tide Foundation is something that Alexe and others are proud of and was the charity 

sponsored by the Conference https://www.hightidefoundation.co.uk/.  The Foundation’s 

mission is to: “…bring together industry and education across Teesside to provide an insight 

into how businesses operate whilst developing skills and showcasing employment 

opportunities.”  Its aim: …is to improve learning and employment opportunities whilst raising 

aspirations for young people across the region through our unique work experience and 

industry-led skills programmes. Using the river tees as a connecting theme, we bring together 

industry and education to increase awareness of port-related industries and the many career 

options available to local young people.” 

PD Ports are key supporters of the Foundation. 

3. Modern Ships Agencies - Kevin Shakesheff 

Kevin spoke about the shared goals and working relationship between pilots and Ships Agents 

and gave examples of how the proportion of costs break down for different types of vessel. 

 

4. The Causes and Consequence of Bollard Failure - Jeff Main, Bollard Load Testing 

Jeff spoke about the causes of greater rates of Bollard failure including: bigger vessels; new 

rope materials e.g. Dyneema® has significantly less elasticity than traditional materials; poor 

mooring practices such as too many lines on individual bollards and poor construction quality 

of some new bollards.  Jeff argued that the cost of testing is far lower than the potential 

consequences of a significant incident.  
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Jeff identified a range of testing methods and recommended a diverse approach appropriate 

to the risks and context.  Methods available include: Visual inspection - cheap and simple but 

will only identify more obvious defects. Metal Particle Inspection.  Acoustic Emissions (AE) – 

Jeff’s view was that ‘noise’ from the environment (e.g. other operations on the quay) can 

interfere with AE results.  However there are other providers on the market who are satisfied 

that it works.  Jeff then went on to speak about the bollard to bollard mechanical pull test 

service which his company provides. 

Testing bollards by putting a tug on them: Jeff argued that the risks associated with this 

technique are significant and that ports should avoid this method where practicable.  

5. Technical developments in PPU , Jakob Poulsen, Trelleborg Marine Systems  

Jakob spoke about the smart port concept and developments in Portable Pilot Units.  

Day 2, 21 Sep 2017 

6. MAIB Investigations, Steve Clinch 

Steve talked about the MIB mission including the ‘no blame, no liability, only safety’ principles, 

as well as showing a new promotional video for the work of the MAIB (which can be found at: 

https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/marine-accident-investigation-branch/about) 

He also spoke of the training that is given to his Inspectors and how MAIB are developing this 

into an accident investigation MSc.  

Steve explained that MAIB work is primarily driven by the IMO code so there is no expectation 

of significant change to working practices post the UK departure from the EU.  He did note 

though that MAIB will need to create a new database when UK leaves the EU as they currently 

use European systems.  

1200 reports to MAIB lead to an average of 30 actual reports each year.  The target is to get 

the report out within 10 months.  The current average is about 10.1 months but Steve  

acknowledged there are some outliers on occasion.  

Steve played some very impactful examples of 3D modelled videos based on accidents.  As 

well as a useful addition to existing investigative methods, they could be valuable training tools.   

Steve said that the current issues on his radar from a strategic overview include: fatigue, 

knowledge of rules of the road, and whether vessels are sticking to them; the need to and 

benefits of keeping a good lookout; human/machine interface e.g. ECDIS is designed to meet 

https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/marine-accident-investigation-branch/about
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the standard, but does not necessarily match how people really work which leads to people 

making work-arounds that introduce risk, bridge team/pilot interface, fishing vessels, PFDs and 

stability (MAIB have investigated incidents where a lack of understanding of stability has been 

a contributory factor) 

Top safety issues for pilotage include: 

 

7. “Leading the Task”, Matt Easton  

Matt argued that a common factor in many pilotage related accidents is muddled control, in 

short situations where “no one is leading the task”.  It is important for pilots and all stakeholders 

in navigational safety that planning, roles and principles be clear and understood.  Matt 

reported that the 2017 EMPA conference had concluded that: “All stakeholders need to 

address issues that increase workload and introduce stress and distractions to both pilots and 

ships’ bridge teams at safety critical moments.” 

Matt also talked about the impact that a range of factors: work, family, personal, etc on the 

mental reserves that a pilot has to bring to the act of pilotage.  He used an interesting analogy 

that each pilot is carrying a mental rucksack of these factors. People need enough headroom  

in their ‘rucksack’ to be able to safely and successfully manage their tasks.  Good planning 

and setting and sticking to well developed limits are part of ensuring that there is always space 

in the rucksack to handle the job even when the unexpected arises.    

8. Climate change and ports, Charles Haine, WSP 

Charles talked about impacts on port activity and corporate risk of climate change. PIANC 

Working Group 178 is addressing these issues and working on a practical guidance document 
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for ports and shipping. Charles reported that 'not a lot' of companies are showing progress on 

adaptation options and described 'paralysis due to uncertainty'.  The WG will aim to produce 

hard engineering, managerial/behavioural and policy/governance guidance and tools. The 

document will be published by the end of the year and will be free. Cargo handlers/terminals 

and port authorities are amongst the target audience for the guidance.  

9. Portsmouth Harbour Dredging, Scott Cruttenden  

Scott spoke about the work to dredge the Harbour for the Queen Elizabeth aircraft carrier, 

including the removal of 3.2 million metres cubed material to 16 nautical miles away from the 

port, finding an unexploded WWII German mine, cannon and even a human skull. 

10. Using port ENC’s for Decision Support, Caroline Levey, OceanWise 

Caroline took the audience through worked examples of the benefits of higher quality data 

available through ENC’s, particularly in complex planning/operations.    

11. Piloting HMS Queen Elizabeth, Jerry Purvis, Forth Pilots 

Jerry presented on the challenges of getting the nation's largest ever military vessel out of the 

dock and into the river, including 16 month of simulator work beforehand, only 30cm either side 

and 50 cm under keel clearance at the direct entrance of the dock and piloting a dead vessel 

from a cherry picker hanging over the side of the ship 

12. Pilot ladder Rigging Course, Kevin Vallance  

Approx. 17% of pilot ladders are thought to be non-compliant.  Kevin spoke about a range of 

factors that lead to non-compliant ladders. UKMPA are designing a course covering how to rig 

a compliant pilot ladder. They will then train pilots who will take that learning to nautical 

colleges. UKMPA are also developing a video and a guidance book on compliant ladders.  

13. Pilot Ladder Design Innovations, Laura Ferrarello, Royal College of Art 

Laura spoke about the Royal College of Art, architects project to design pilot ladders of the 

future. The project has been funded by Lloyd's Register.   
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